The main objective of the study was to determine the managerial skills of visual merchandising managers in the National Capital Region. The study specifically aimed to address the following concerns: (1) the profile of the respondent-visual merchandising manager and the respondent-retail organization / company; (2) the visual merchandising managerial skills in technical, human, and conceptual aspects; 
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Introduction
What are the managerial skills that would lead to an effective visual merchandising as showcased in the stores' exterior and interior design? In the same manner, the effective visual merchandising must remain consistent with the store's brand management concept that is geared to attract, inform, and persuade shoppers or customers.
Effective visual merchandising managerial systems therefore, becomes a good avenue for academic inquiry for it is proven to increase store visits through the skillful blend of the arts and commerce.
This research aims to provide an insight on effective visual merchandising managerial decisions which would ensure that retail outlets continue attracting the target shoppers who would provide the Philippine retail business with a marketing crowd of loyal customers who would ensure dynamism in the transfer of ownership of any FMCGs (Fast-moving consumer goods), and the vibrant trading of a variety of goods and services to propel the country's economic growth.
Citing the 1995 Harvard Business Review article "Skills of an Effective Administrator," of Robert Katz, author Peter Northouse wrote that effective leadership depend on three basic personal skills: technical, human, and conceptual. Technical skill is the proficiency in a specific type of work or activity characterized by competencies in a specialized area, analytical ability, and the ability to use appropriate tools and techniques. Human skills or "people skills" is the ability to work with people. Conceptual skills are the ability to work with ideas and concepts of which some were achieved through the active instructions of subordinates by superiors. The three-skill approach is important for leaders to have, how they would display it depends on where they are in the management structure [1] .
A study made by Dr. Harmeet Kaur Bhasin titled, "Study of Visual Merchandising Practices in Retail Industry in Mumbai with Special Reference to Cosmetics and Perfumes," provided a rich source of visual merchandising in India. Dr. Bhasin's dissertation provided 4-part annexures containing questionnaires for retailers, dealers, visual merchandisers, and consumers [2] . The Annexure 3-Questionnaire for Visual Merchandising was adopted for use in the study to complement Robert Katz's three levels of management: technical, human, and conceptual skills. This marketing discipline can be defined as everything the customer sees, both inside and outside the retail establishment that creates a positive image of a business and results in purchasing action on the part of the customer. It communicates to the customer what the store is all about by the dramatic presentation of the merchandise as well as other features that create the store's overall atmosphere [4] .
For Meyer, Harris, Kohns, and Stone III, the importance of a display theme is that a store display is rendered effectively when there is proper coordination between the business' advertising, personal selling, publicity and public relations [5] . The business' merchandising personnel determine what merchandise type will sell better at any time. Visual merchandising decision makers, therefore promote these items and project the desired image of the business through a thematic display.
Taking off from the five goals of Chapman and Bradley III, this study would follow the fundamental principles of store layout as expounded by Chapman and co-authors: Charismatic leadership defines the transformational style since their contribution is in the steering of the enterprise through periods of radical and disruptive change [7] . that entrepreneurial leadership differed from the traditional leadership style in ways of: strategic orientation, commitment to opportunity, commitment of resources, management structure, reward philosophy, growth orientation, and entrepreneurial culture [8] .
In another literature, the retail image hinges on the management of customer expectations, which is very much a part of developing and delivering value to customers. Customer expectations as the focus of the firm's leadership must be aimed toward a vision of what the firm wants itself to be, its value proposition based on its distinct competence. In these marketing effort, the objective is to attract customers, not to make the next sale [9] .
The store atmosphere's managerial dimensions come complete by fitting retail strategies and atmospheric design with consumer behavior and other issues. Retail executives accordingly, implement retail strategy for the desired consumers' response to an atmosphere by means of the designs that the executives shape by blending the many atmospheric conditions to come up with an appropriate store environment [10] .
In their article, "The Dynamics of Creating and Maintaining a Retail Image," the authors mentioned that a complex, multi-step, ongoing process characterize the creation and maintenance of a retail image. It goes even farther than just the concern for store "atmosphere" where a shopper should be able to determine the elements of the store image in three seconds: its name, its line of trade, its claim to fame, its price proposition, and its personality. Shoppers will find what they need in what the seller displayed, and that everyone must be enticed to enter the store. A seller do not have a chance of being seen or heard through all the clutter in retailing if without a distinct image [11] .
Atmospherics which feature layout, furnishings, color scheme, and music are the aspects that establish the image customers have of a retailer. Shoppers entering a retail shop and deciding how long they remain inside is a result of the physical environment's attraction [12] .
In another article, "Lighting, Scent, and Sound," the author stated that sales can be increased if retailers would engage all of customers' senses and the lighting, scent, and sound are particularly important [13] .
There is a process by which a staff member or organization officer studies a problem or issue requiring a decision by a superior officer and makes a recommendation of the best solution or option, such that all remains to be done on the part of the decisionmaker is to approve or disapprove the recommended action. problems or issues as well as it serves as protection against inadequate analysis of the problem and saves time and effort in reviewing many documents and unprocessed information. CSW's basic rule is that the staff member has no right to pass on a problem to his superior and instead it is the staff member's duty to provide a solution to the problem [14] .
Of equal importance to keep track of is performance evaluation and feedback since organizations, for example, prefer to routinize their purchases in support of the efficiency objective [15] .
In another study, Kumar, Garg, and Rahman made further investigation on the influence of atmospherics on customer values. The result of the study is that retail customers give greater value to olfactory and tactile factors such as air conditioning facilities, ambient scent, and soothing atmospherics. Design factors such as window dressing, shelf arrangements and displays, architecture, and others should not be ignored.
If retailers will be up to the challenging task of producing competitive store image to customers, and satisfied patrons, retailers need to take cost-effective measures to periodically change these significant factors [16] .
Gou-Fong Liaw, on the other hand, mentioned the customer's shopping mood and (1) "Store design cues" referring to all aesthetic-related objects; tangible and visible environment components exist in the forefront of the consumer's perception; such are the more obvious sources of visual stimulation to the customer and include internal and external architecture, decorations, color, products arrangement, signs, space arrangements, etc. (2) "Store music cues" says music is the intangible background condition of the environment; the nonvisual feeling can affect the consumer's subconscious.
(3) "Store employee cues" refers to the level of feeling related to stimulation from employees, including employee appearance, friendliness, number, professionalizing ability, and others. Accordingly, the background music contains as its main fare: the genre, the volume, and the environment noisiness. Also, the researcher maintained that the cue of music has deeper and more pronounced influence on people's emotions and behaviour [17] . [18] . The formation of store image relies on the perception of a store which varies by retailer, product and target market. By implication, store image is influenced by (1) the consumer's perception of a set of salient store attributes; (2) the importance the consumer places on the various store image dimensions, sub dimensions and the associated store attributes; as well as (3) the retailer's manipulation of these store attributes through strategic management.
Authorities specifically referred to the consumer responses in music-retail consistency and atmospheric lighting. Their research stated that brighter lighting was significantly related to greater product involvement and more positive store image. The research findings extend the foundation of customer responses to store atmospherics using a consistency perspective. Atmospherics would then be one way to differentiate the retail environment and create a competitive advantage. With the increased popularity of online shopping, creating a more effective retail atmosphere can be regarded as part of the retailers' positioning strategy in order to create a setting which encourages frequent visits and customer patronage [19] .
Ramonette B. Serafica noted in a discussion paper that sustained growth creates jobs, draws the majority into the economic and social mainstream, and continuously reduce mass poverty. Furthermore, achieving inclusive growth would imply a crucial role for services since they not only contribute directly to the growth of the economy through job creation and export earnings but also helps in the transformation through critical inter-sectoral linkages. Likewise, services can contribute to achieving inclusive growth when small to large enterprises in various industries grow with the help of competitive services and individuals are able to access good quality jobs with labor productivity and skill enhancing services [20] .
Retail merchandising or "in-store media" is a science that encompasses a huge number of marketing practices and techniques such as deploying point-of-purchase (POP) displays, optimizing in-store product presentation, creating cross-sales promotions and product adjacencies, and may also include product packaging and own store's internal and external branding [21] . Virginia Bautista's study noted that not all managers have the same degree of responsibility for all activities, and so it is helpful to classify managers according to levels and areas of responsibility: top-level, middle-level, and first-level managers.
For instance, other important tasks for many middle managers include helping the Likewise, Bautista maintained it is the belief of many companies that with continued employees' education, achieving strategic goals, performance improvement, and managerial competencies will be realized. Also, for the supervisors to become competent, they have to be able to identify specific changes and then to acquire the education and training needed to effectively deal with these changes [22] .And so, we hypothesize that H : There is no significant difference in the technical, human, and conceptual visual merchandising managerial skills of the respondents when they are grouped by profile.
Objectives of the Study
The study seeks to determine the effectivity of the managerial skills of visual merchandising managers of retail establishments in the National Capital Region.
Specifically, it aims to answer the following sub problems. The matrix shows the breakdown of the 160 responses from the following: top management (8), middle management (57), and supervisory management (95). The matrix presents the summary pertaining to the assessment of the managerial skills when they are grouped into profile. The Overall Weighted Mean's verbal interpretation, "Somewhat True" is evident in the respondent's managerial proficiency expressed as technical, human, and conceptual skills.
Materials and Methods
This
The instrument
Results and Discussion
In terms of respondent-visual merchandising manager according to age, there were 65 or 40.63% 30-38 years old and 2 or 1.25% were 57-65 years old; according to sex, The matrix presents the summary of the significant difference which lists in the majority that there is no significant difference in the visual merchandising manager's technical, human, and conceptual skills. The human skills' "Number of years' experience related to visual merchandising" came out significant. In terms of overall concept of visual merchandising, "attracting customers" received the highest frequency of 51 or 31.88% and "displaying merchandise" attained the lowest frequency of 11 or 6.87%. In terms of seriousness of visual merchandising taken by Metro Manila retailers, "Very Seriously" got 88 or 55% and "Least Seriously" with 2 or 1.25%. In terms of fascination on the parameter of visual merchandising, "theme displays" had 51 or 31.87% and "mannequins' and fixture planning" with 7 or 4.37%. In terms of action made to strengthen and build effective visual merchandising strategies, "keeping the merchandising in line with the store image" acquired 79 or IRCHE 2017 The retailers are corporations which are into retail trade of goods in specialized stores, and are 1-3 years' practitioners of the activity.
The visual merchandising managers 'Somewhat Truthful' for the technical, human and conceptual skills when grouped by profile like age, sex, managerial level, years as visual merchandising manager, years' experience in visual merchandising, trainings in visual merchandising, and when grouped by company profile like business organization type, retail business type, and years as visual merchandising manager.
The following recommendations are offered: address the issues pertaining to the floor plans and sizes of areas to be used for display purposes through the PRA Retail
Experience Series' institutional initiative; address the issue of effectiveness in managing verbal, and written communications with colleagues; address the concern of the managers' ability to recognize problems quickly and follow a self-managed process for resolving; the PRA should aid in the promotion of visual merchandising as a retail business worthwhile marketing career with provisions of certified academic training to selected company personnel; and, future studies be conducted on the same topic for matters like market shifts and forecasts or survey of existing target customers regarding visual merchandising and buying behavior.
